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ABSTRACT

The quality assurance component control and verification program to be pre-
sented provides a cost effective approach to monitoring and controlling the im-
plementation of the design, fabrication, inspection and shipping plans of a sup-
plier. It attempts to coordinate and integrate quality control and verification
effort of a supplier with the control and verification effort of the purchaser
to obtain a composite which accomplishes a total need. Based on the competency
and capabilities of the supplier the purchaser can either maximize the effort
the supplier performs or tie must maximize his effort to obtain an optimum mix.
The ultimate goal is to utilize the supplier's quality assurance program to the
greatest benefit in assuring maximum quality.

****

PURPOSE OF CONTROL AND VERIFICATION (C&V) PROGRAM

In the early days of the Westinghouse Advanced Reactors Division (WARD), the
thod of controlling the supplier quality assurance program for large or complex

components was to assign a resident quality representative full-time at the sup-
plier's plant. His activities were generally planned each morning or a few days
.n advance with only a general thought of activities two to three months down-
tream. Being on site, there was tendency to "overkill" in the quality assurance

area. This had to have some effect on the supplier's productivity since at times
delays were encountered in the supplier shops waiting for the completion of rep-
resentative's activities. There were times when the effort of the supplier would
be duplicated or a considerable amount of over-the-shoulder review was exercised
rfiich was not condusive to improving productivity. The activities of the rep-
resentative were reported each month to his manager in a monthly report and in
order for his manager to obtain a composite or status of activities, all of the
monthly reports ware pieced together with much difficulty and manpower expended.

During the planning stages of the CRBRP program, consideration was given as
o how to be more cost effective in the quality control and verification area
Ithout jeopardizing quality. The prime objective was to utilize the supplier's
[uality assurance program to the greatest benefit in assuring maximum quality
'esults. The plan was to maximize the effort the supplier performs based on his
:ompetency and capabilities by permitting him to "do his thing" as much as pos-
lble. Let the supplier perform the quality assurance effort and our represen-
ative would perform surveillance and audit type functions and only be involved
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(observing) in tht inspection of critical characteristic* or operations,
supplier then would be controlling and verifying the quality of his product and
our effort could be adjusted according to how well the supplier performed. This
approach to integrating the buyer and the supplier actions reduces the need for
resident representatives of WARD at each supplier location and those personnel
assigned to the field could cover more than one supplier and could be readily
moved to where the "action is" or to supplement areas where additional manpower
was needed. This node of operation would reduce costs for the contractor and
would also improve the supplier's efficiency.

With this in mind the concept of a more formal control and verification
practice was conceived and developed. In the development of this approach it
was decided to:

1. Capture the Quality Control and Verification Plan in a
structured and systematic manner by use of a graphic form.

2. Encompass into the plan the quality control and verification
of design and procurement efforts in addition to the manu-
facturing activities.

3. Develop the plan in two phases; initially prepare a chart of
the quality assurance effort during design and procurement and
then expand it to integrate specific fabrication activities
with proposed verification activities and mandatory hold points.

4. Assign the responsibility for preparation of the program plans
jointly to the cognizant quality engineer and the cognizant field
quality representative.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL & VERIFICATION PROGRAM

My first view graph (figure 1) depicts the initial phase of the program
covering major milestones in design and procurement. It should be noted that
there are twelve subjects covered starting with the system design description,
equipment specification and design reviews. Also in the initial phase, the
effort in the procurement area such as Supplier Surveys, Preprocurement Planning
and Purchase Order Negotiations are planned. The schedules for these activities
are obtained from the long range project schedules. Once the order has been
placed the effort related to supplier subm£ttals, as shown on the chart, is
planned. The final item in the initial planning is the schedule for operation
and maintenance (O&H) manual preparation and auditing of the supplier's quality
assurance program.

When the supplier has established and submitted his fabrication sequence
and Inspection and Test Plan, the initial chart is expanded to integrate specific
fabrication activities with mandatory hold points and quality assurance surveil-
lance points. This is shown in my next view graph (figure 2). This graph is too
detailed to try to review in its entirety, however, I did want to show this to
give you a picture of what the composite looks like. Quickly, I'd like to point
out that the initial phase that I mentioned earlier is in the upper portion of
the graph and is followed by the fabrication sequence.
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In ordar to batter praaant the details, I have extracted parta of the plan
Into my next view graph (figure 3). In thia graph you will note the portrayal
of the fabrication of the components of the Lower Control Rod Drive Mechanism
(CRDM) Assembly projected against time. The time plot is not absolute; thus
eliminating the need for changes to the document for minor changes in the time-
ing. Depleted on thia graph are circular and aquare symbols. The circular sym-
bols are surveillance pointa which are targeta planned to be reviewed but are
not mandatory. The number of surveillance points can be reduced or increased
during the program dapendent on the adequacy of the supplier's performance. The
aquare ones are hold pointa which are mandatory verification points by WARD
representatives beyond which the vendor cannot proceed without formal release by
HARD. The numbers in each circle or square represent a type of activity which is
defined in a legend which is part of the chart.

In this next view graph (figure 4) you will see the legend for the circular
symbols. As you will note, these cover such items as (1) verifying the qualifi-
cation of personnel, the procedures for approval and proper revision, and compli-
ance with the procedures for PT and MT; (2) ascertaining that the latest approved
procedure is being used and complied with in the areaB of chloride swab tests,
equipment calibration, and cleanliness; (3) reviewing during machining, that the
latest approved drawings, calibrated inspection tools and proper cutting fluids
are being used. The same type of reviews are required in the areas of drawing
control, welding, receipt inspection, stress relief operations, final dimensions,
and wear inspection.

My next view graph (figure 5) shows the legend for the square symbols which
are the mandatory hold points. As you will note there are ten hold points which
cover such items as review of radiographs, witnessing of helium leak testing,
pressure testing, final PT of pressure boundary welds, fitting of roller nuts
and others as shown. The type and number of surveillance and hold points will
vary from one component to the next based on the fabrication and testing pro-
cesses for that component. The time frame and surveillance points will vary as
a function of how well the supplier is performing his quality assurance
activities.

Going back to the earlier chart (figure 3) you will note that there are
two hold points and fifteen surveillance points during the fabrication of the
lower CRDM assembly and three additional hold points and one surveillance point
imposed after this subassembly has been installed into the final assembly. These
additional points are; the acceptance of performance testing, inspection of parts
for wear, witnessing of final cleaning and packaging, and the issuance of the
quality release for shipment.

As you will note, we do not plan to do any "hands on" inspection. Our
objective .is to verify that the supplier's quality assurance program is working
in the manner that he said it would and for which he is being paid.
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USES OF CONTROL & VERIFICATION PROGRAM

There are four major uses for the plans as they are established. These
are:

1. Internal Control

2. External Control

3. Management of Personnel

4. Customer Visibility

Internally, the verification plans are used by the cognizant quality
engineer as a basis of scheduling his work for upcoming activities during the
design and procurement phase of activities. It is also used by his manager to
maintain an awareness of the upcoming activities of his engineers. It is also
used by the manager of the field surveillance personnel as a planning tool for
his upcoming efforts. This design and procurement plan is also supplied to the
field personnel so they are aware of progress and upcoming activities. Once the
component is contracted to be fabricated and the verification plan ia further
developed it is used for internal and external control. The Manager of Field
Surveillance maintains a set of these as do the quality engineers and their
manager. At the outset, the field representative reviews these with the supplier
to insure that the hold points are understood and also to make him aware of the
type of surveillance that will be employed. These hold points are inserted in-
to the supplier's systems either In travelers, route carts, inspection cards or
whatever method of control he uses. As the field representative conducts sur-
veillance or hold points he marks up his chart. At the end of the week each of
the field personnel and the manager review, via telecon, the accomplishment of
each plan and discuss the next two weeks upcoming activity. Since the field
representatives cover more than one supplier, the progress to date and upcoming
activities provide a mechanism for the assignment of the field representatives
for the following week. At WARD each field representative is provided his next
week's assignment on Friday and a tentative assignment for the following week.

My next view graph (figure 6) is an example of this. This weekly review
with the field representatives is discussed with the Manager, Quality Engineer-
ing and the cognizant Quality Engineer, who update their charts. This serves
two purposes:

1. If an overload is apparent, arrangements are made for a quality
engineer to visit a supplier and perform surveillance or to release
a hold point;

2. It provides visibility of upcoming supplier activities to the quality
engineer who may want to visit the supplier to witness certain
activities.

The verification plans in the field are marked to reflect status and al-
ways remain at the supplier's location. This then provides the Manager of Field
Surveillance with the flexibility of assigning another representative to a sup-
plier during vacation or illness periods or when the assigned representative is
required at another location. At WARD each field representative has served a
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tour of duty at each supplier'• plant and ie familiar enough with the supplier,
the product, and the Q.A. requirements, to be able to work in each plant and
contribute productive effort. Each field representative is trained and certi-
fied to the American Society of Nondestructive Testing personnel qualification
and certification in nondestructive testing practice, SNT-TC-1A, (Level II
minimum) in the disciplines of RT, FT, UT, and MT. Also, each has had extensive
training and Indoctrination in the areas required to provide them with the quali-
fications to be interchangeable and effective in all locations.

A very important use of the plans is to provide visibility to the customer
of the implementation of the verification program. Our quality control and ver-
ification practices are reviewed quarterly at our plant by the customer and the
verification plans are a major vehicle used in our demonstration of program per-
formance. The verification plans, together with appropriate narratives, give
in depth visibility relative to quality control and verification practices and
lend high creditability to the assessment of supplier performance.

ADVANTAGES OF CONTROL & VERIFICATION PROGRAM

1. Provides a cos •. effective and disciplined approach to quality control and
verification.

Furnishes an effective means to monitor the supplier's implementation of
his quality assurance program, an evaluation of its effectiveness and to
determine if more or less customer involvement is required.

3. Aids the supplier in identification and tracking of contractual hold
points, thereby improving his quality assurance program and enhancing
scheduler performance.

Presents a method of providing in depth visibility to the customer of
appropriate control and verification activities.

Introduces a large degree of flexibility in assigning field representa-
tives in order to achieve maximum effective manpower utilization -
permanent residents are not needed.

Provides a ready composite plan and schedule as a management tool for j
review of activities performed and those upcoming.

Establishes an overall effective means of communication.



CRBRP UIS - PRODUCT ASSURANCE
VERIFICATION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

1. Review & Approve Design Descriptions (Revs)
2. Review A Approve Equipment Spec (Revs)
3- Participate in Supplier Surveys
4. Review & Approve Pre-Procurement Plan
5. Participate in P.O. Negotiations
6- Purchase Order Placed
7. Review & Approve Q.A. Plan Index •
8. Review & Approve Suppliers Procedure

Fabrication Plan
Inspection & Test Plan
Ultrasonic
Penetrant
Radiography
Leak Test
Grinding
Welding
Heat Treat
Cleaning
Chloride
Assembly
Handling
Seal Test
Packaging

9. Participate in Design Reviews
10. Audits
11. Manuals
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SURVEILLANCE DURING FABRICATION

B-1 PT - Review qualifications of personnel and procedure for approval, proper revision and
compliance.

B-2MT - Review qualifications of personnel and equipment, and procedure for approval,
proper revision and compliance.

B-3 - Review qualification records for accuracy, completeness and !egibH;V •

B-5 - Machining - Review for use of latest approved drawings, tool calibration and proper
cutting fluids (tested and approved).

B-6 - Chloride Swab Test - Review for use of latest approved procedure and compliance.

B-7 - Drawing Control - Review for compliance to latest approved procedure, check shoo
for latest drawings.

B-8 - Welding - Review qualifications of personnel and equipment, review for use of latest
approved procedure and compliance, review for proper weld wire.

B-9 - Equipment Calibration - Review for use of latest approved procedure and
compliance.

B-10 - Cleanliness - Review for use of latest approved procedure and compliance.

B-11 - Receipt Inspection - Review for use of latest approved procedure and compliance,
verify proper storage and protection, review material certifications.

B-12 - Stress Relief Operation - Review for use of latest approved procedure and
compliance, review strip charts.

B-13 - Final Dimensions - Verify selected final dimensions, gage calibration, latest
approved drawings and inspection results.

B-14 - Wear Inspection - Review disassembled parts after testing for galling and chips.

Figure 4 1992-3
A.E.Cocoros



HOLD PT. LEGEND

A-1 Review of final radiographs

A-2 Witness He!ium Leak Check

A-3 Witness Press. Test

A-4 Witness fitting of Roller Nuts

A-5 Witness final inspection of brazing of Stator Connections

A-6 Witness final dye penetrant of Press. Boundary Welds

A-7 Review receiving inspection package from Bellows Supplier

A-8 Acceptance or performance testing

A-9 Witness final cleaning and packaging

A Issue quality release for shipment

c . i m B A.E.Cocoros
Figure 5 1992-4



QUALITY ASSURANCE REPRESENTATIVE
FOR WEEKS OF 5/7/79 AND 5/14/79

H. R. S. A. L. S. W. H. G. P. F. S-

5/7 & 5/8 - D. E. B. at Company A
5/10 & 5/11 - J. T. M. at Company B
5/14 - 5/17 - G. M. L at Company C

E. F. P.
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ABSTRACT

The quality assurance component control and verification program to be pre-
sented provides a cost effective approach to monitoring and controlling the im-
plementation of the design, fabrication, inspection and shipping plans of a sup-
plier. It attempts to coordinate and Integrate quality control and.verification
effort of a supplier with the control and verification effort of the purchaser
to obtain a composite which accomplishes a total need. Based on the competency
and capabilities of the supplier the purchaser can either maximize the effort
the supplier performs or he must maximize his effort to obtain an optimum mix.
The ultimate goal is to utilize the supplier's quality assurance program to the
greatest benefit in assuring maximum quality.

****
j

PURPOSE OF CONTROL AND VERIFICATION (CSV) PROGRAM \

In the early days of the Westinghouse Advanced Reactors Division (WARD), the
thod of controlling the supplier quality assurance program for large or complex

components was to assign a resident quality representative full-time at the sup-
Her'a plant. His activities were generally planned each morning or a few days
in advance with only a general thought of activities' two to three months down-
stream. Being on site, there was tendency to "overkill" in the quality assurance
area. This had to have some effect on the supplier's productivity since at tines
delays were encountered in the supplier shops waiting for the completion of rep-
resentative's activities. There were times when the effort of the supplier would
be duplicated or a considerable amount of over-the-shoulder review was exercised
which was not condusive to improving productivity. The activities of the rep-
resentative were reported each month to his manager in a monthly report and in
rder for his manager to obtain a composite or status of activities, all of the

monthly reports were pieced together with much difficulty and manpower expended.

During the planning stages of the CRBRP program, consideration was given as
to how to be more cost effective in the quality control and verification area
without jeopardizing quality. The prime objective was to utilize the supplier's
luality assurance program to the greatest benefit in assuring maximal quality
esultB. The plan was to maximize the effort the supplier perform based on his
ompetency and capabilities by permitting him to "do his thing" as much as pos-
sible. Let the supplier perform the quality assurance effort and our represen-
tative would perform surveillance and audit type functions and only be involved
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(observing) in the inspection of critical characteristics or operations,
supplier then would be controlling and verifying the quality of his product and
our effort could be adjusted according to how well the supplier performed. This
approach to integrating the buyer and the supplier actions reduces the need for
resident representatives of WARD at each supplier location and those personnel
assigned to the field could cover more than one supplier and could be readily
moved to where the "action is" or to suppleaent areas where additional manpower
was needed. This mode of operation would reduce costs for the contractor and
would also improve the supplier's efficiency.

With this in mind the concept of a more formal control and verification
practice was conceived and developed. In the development of this approach it
was decided to:

1. Capture the Quality Control and Verification Plan in a
structured and systematic manner by use of a graphic form.

2. Encompass into the plan the quality control and verification
of design and procurement efforts in addition to the manu-
facturing activities.

3. Develop the plan in two phases; initially prepare a chart of
the quality assurance effort during design and procurement and
then expand it to integrate specific fabrication activities
with proposed verification activities and mandatory hold points.

4. Assign the responsibility for preparation of the program plans
jointly to the cognizant quality engineer and the cognizant field
quality representative.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL & VERIFICATION PROGRAM

My first view graph (figure 1) depicts the initial phase of the program
covering major milestones in design and procurement. It should be noted that
there are twelve subjects covered starting with the system design description,
equipment specification and design reviews. Also in the initial phase, the
effort in the procurement area such as Supplier Surveys, Prcprocurenent Planning
and Purchase Order Negotiations are planned. The schedules for these activities
are obtained from the long range project schedules. Once the order has been
placed the effort related to supplier submlttals, as shown on the chart, is
planned. The final item in the initial planning is the schedule for operation
and maintenance (O&M) manual preparation and auditing of the supplier's quality
assurance program.

When the supplier has established and submitted his fabrication sequence
and Inspection and Test Plan, the initial chart is expanded to integrate specific
fabrication activities with mandatory hold points and quality assurance surveil-
lance points. This is shown In my next view graph (figure 2). This graph is too
detailed to try to review in its entirety, however, I did want to show this to
give you a picture of what the composite looks like. Quickly, I'd like to point
out that the initial phase that I mentioned earlier is in the upper portion of
the graph and is followed by the fabrication sequence. '
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In order to better present the details, I have extracted parts of the plan
Into my next view graph (figure 3). In this graph you will note the portrayal
of the fabrication of the components of the Lower Control Rod Drive Mechanism
(CRDK) Assembly projected against time. The time plot is not absolute; thus
eliminating the need for changes to the document for minor changes in the tinn-
ing. Depicted on this graph are circular and square symbols. The circular sym-
bols are surveillance points which are targets planned to be reviewed but are
not mandatory. The number of surveillance points can be reduced or increased
during the program dependent on the adequacy of the supplier's performance. The
square ones are hold points which are mandatory verification points by WARD
representatives beyond which the vendor cannot proceed without formal release by
WARD. The numbers in each circle or square represent a type of activity which is
defined in a legend which is part of the chart.

In this next view graph (figure 4) you will see the legend for the circular
symbols. As you will note, these cover such items as (1) verifying the qualifi-
cation of personnel, the procedures for approval and proper revision, and compli-
ance with the procedures for PT and MT; (2) ascertaining that the latest approved
procedure is being used and complied with in the areas of chloride swab tests,
equipment calibration, and cleanliness; (3) reviewing during machining, that the
latest approved drawings, calibrated inspection tools and proper cutting fluids
are being used. The same type of reviews are required in the areas of drawing
control, welding, receipt inspection, stress relief operations, final dimensions,
and wear inspection.

My next view graph (figure 5) shows the legend for the square symbols which
are the mandatory hold points. As you will note there are ten hold points which
cover such items as review of radiographs, witnessing of helium leak testing,
pressure testing, final PT of pressure boundary welds, fitting of roller nuts
and others as shown. The type and number of surveillance and hold points will
vary from one component to the next based on the fabrication and testing pro-
cesses for that component. The time frame and surveillance points will vary as

function of how well the supplier is performing his quality assurance
activities.

Going back to the earlier chart (figure 3) you will note that there are
two hold points and fifteen surveillance points during the fabrication of the
lower CRDM assembly and three additional hold points and one surveillance point
imposed after this subassembly has been installed into the final assembly. These
additional points are; the acceptance of performance testing, inspection of parts
for wear, witnessing of final cleaning and packaging, and the issuance of the
quality release for shipment.

As you will note, we do not plan to do any "hands on" inspection. Our
objective is to verify that the supplier's quality assurance program la working
in the manner that he said it would and for which he is being paid.
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USES OF CONTROL & VERIFICATION PROGRAM

There are four major uses for the plans as they are established. These
are:

1. Internal Control

2. External Control

3. Management of Personnel

4. Customer Visibility

Internally, the verification plans are used by the cognizant quality
engineer as a basis of scheduling his work for upcoming activities during the
design and procurement phase of activities. It is also used by his manager to
maintain an awareness of the upcoming activities of his engineers. It is also
used by the manager of the field surveillance personnel as a planning tool for
his upcoming efforts. This design and procurement plan is also supplied to the
field personnel so they are aware of progress and upcoming activities. Once the
component is contracted to be fabricated and the verification plan is further
developed it is used for internal and external control. The Manager of Field
Surveillance maintains a set of these as do the quality engineers and their
manager. At the outset, the field representative reviews these with the supplie:
to insure that the hold points are understood and also to make him aware of the
type of surveillance that will be employed. These hold points are inserted in-
to the supplier's systems either in travelers, route carts, inspection cards or
whatever method of control he uses. As the field representative conducts sur-
veillance or hold points he marks up his chart. At the end of the week each of
the field personnel and the manager review, via telecon, the accomplishment of
each plan and discuss the next two weeks upcoming activity. Since the field
representatives cover more than one supplier, the progress to date and upcoming
activities provide a mechanism for the assignment of the field representatives
for the following week. At WARD each field representative is provided his next
week's assignment on Friday and a tentative assignment for the following week.

My next view graph (figure 6) is an example of this. This weekly review
with the field representatives is discussed with the Manager, Quality Engineer-
Ing and the cognizant Quality Engineer, who update their charts. This serves
two purposes:

1. If an overload is apparent, arrangements are made for a quality
engineer to visit a supplier and perform surveillance or to release
a hold point;

2. It provides visibility of upcoming supplier activities to the quality
engineer who may want to visit the supplier to witness certain
activities.

The verification plans in the field are marked to reflect statu* and al-
ways remain at the supplier's location. This then provides the Manager of Field
Surveillance with the flexibility of assigning another representative to a sup-
plier during vacation or illness periods or when the assigned representative it
required at another location. At WARD each field representative has served a
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tour of duty at each supplier's plant and is familiar enough with the supplier,
the product, and the Q.A. requirements, to be able to work In each plant and
contribute productive effort. Each field representative is trained and certi-
fied to the American Society of Nondestructive Testing personnel qualification
and certification in nondestructive testing practice, SNT-TC-1A, (Level II
minimum) in the disciplines of RT, PT, UT, and MT. Also, each has had extensive
training and indoctrination in the areas required to provide them with the quail
flcatlons to be Interchangeable and effective in all locations.

A very important use of the plans is to provide visibility to the customer
of the implementation of the verification program. Our quality control and ver-
ification practices are reviewed quarterly at our plant by the customer and the
verification plans are a major vehicle used in our demonstration of program per-
formance. The verification plans, together with appropriate narratives, give
in depth visibility relative to quality control and verification practices and
lend high creditability to the assessment of supplier performance.

ADVANTAGES OF CONTROL & VERIFICATION PROGRAM

1. Provides a cost effective and disciplined approach to quality control and
verification.

Furnishes an effective means to monitor the supplier's implementation of
his quality assurance program, an evaluation of its effectiveness and to
determine if more or less customer involvement is required.

3. Aids the supplier in identification and tracking of contractual hold
points, thereby improving his quality assurance program and enhancing
scheduler performance.

4. Presents a method of providing in depth visibility to the customer of
appropriate control and verification activities.

Introduces a large degree of flexibility in assigning field representa-
tives in order to achieve maximum effective manpower utilization -
permanent residents are not needed.

Provides a ready composite plan and schedule as a management tool for
review of activities performed and those upcoming.

Establishes an overall effective means of communication.



CRBRP UIS - PRODUCT ASSURANCE
VERIFICATION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

1. Review & Approve Design Descriptions (Revs)
2. Review & Approve Equipment Spec (Revs)
3. Participate in Supplier Surveys
4. Review & Approve Pre-Procurement Plan
5. Participate in P.O. Negotiations
6. Purchase Order Placed
7. Review & Approve Q.A. Plan Index -
8. Review ft Approve Suppliers Procedure

Fabrication Plan
Inspection & Test Plan
Ultrasonic
Penetrant
Radiography
Leak Test
Grinding
Welding
Heat Treat
Cleaning
Chloride
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Handling
Seal Test
Packaging

9. Participate in Design Reviews
10. Audits
11. Manuals
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10/21

975

0

976

*8
3/26

2/76

12/76

977

26
24
/77

3/77

6/77

1978
1

33
27

2
36
30

3
37
32

4
43
34

1979
1

45

2/79

3/79

2
47

3

S

4
1980

1

S

2

S

S

s

Scheduled for 1382

3

S
S
S
S

S
S

S

4

S
S
s

s
s

s

s

S - Schedule
* Numbers Indicate Latest Revision For That Period. A. E. Cocoros

Figure 1
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1976

' D/L Shaft, Lower (PurchaMd)
138E313-1

T077

Extension Nozzlt
138J002-3

138J001
CRDM Assy.

Unit
No. J

TTIT

Oath Pot Cyl. Auy.
138J305-1

ACT Shaft Lower
136E312-1

Dlaconntct Coupltr
138E315-1

Coupling 0/L Shaft
138E302

Coupling Actuator Shaft
138g303

Lowtr CRc
Any.

138J300-1

Lowar CRD Assy. Components I
MFG 8 Purchased!

Sallows (Purchase)
138E224-1

Scram Spring Purchase!
138E215-1

Act Shaft Upper
138E22S-1.

Act Shaft Intermediate
138E233-1

Shield Plug Assy. I
138J2S0r

Torque Tube I
138J213-1 I"

91

Lead Screw
138J.204-1

Lower CRDM Assy. Components
MPQ 8 Purchased I

Lower CRDM Acsy.

Upper Bellows
138J217

138J200-1

Figure 3
in; f

A. E. Cocoroa



SURVEILLANCE DURING FABRICATION

B-1 PT - Review qualifications of personnel and procedure for approval, proper revision and
compliance.

B-2 MT - Review qualifications of personnel and equipment, and procedure for approval,
propt r revision and compliance.

B-3 - Review qualification records for accuracy, completeness and legibility.

B-5 - Machining - Review for use of latest approved drawings, tool calibration and proper

cutting fluids (tested and approved).

B-6 - Chloride Swab Test - Review for use of latest approved procedure and compliance.

B-7 - Drawing Control - Review for compliance to latest approved procedure, check shop
for latest drawings.

B-8 - Welding - Review qualifications of personnel and equipment, review for use of latest
approved procedure and compliance, review for proper weld wire.

B-9 - Equipment Calibration - Review for use of latest approved procedure and
compliance.

B-10 - Cleanliness - Review for use of latest approved procedure and compliance.

B>11 - Receipt Inspection - Review for use of latest approved procedure and compliance,
verify proper storage and protection, review material certifications.

B-12 - Stress Relief Operation - Review for use of latest approved procedure and
compliance, review strip charts.

B-13 - Final Dimensions - Verify selected final dimensions, gage calibration, latest
approved drawings and inspection results.

B-14 - Wear Inspection - Review disassembled parts after testing for galling and chips.

Figure 4 1992-3
A. E. Cocoros
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HOLD PT. LEGEND

A-1 Review of final radiographs

A-2 Witness Helium Leak Check

A-3 Witness Press. Test

A-4 Witness fitting of Roller Nuts

A-5 Witness final inspection of brazing of Stator Connections

A-6 Witness final dye penetrant of Press. Boundary Welds

A-7 Review receiving inspection package from Bellows Supplier

A-8 Acceptance or performance testing

A-9 Witness final cleaning and packaging

A-10 Issue quality release for shipment

. A. E. Cocoros
Figure 5 1992-4



QUALITY ASSURANCE REPRESENTATIVE
FOR WEEKS OF 5/7/79 AND 5/14/79

H. R. S. A. L. S. W. H. G. P. F. S.

5/7 & 5/8 - D. E. B. at Company A
5/10 & 5/11 - J. T. M. at Company B
5/14 - 5/17 - G. M. L at Company C

E. F. P.

May 7
May 8
May 9
May 10
May 11

May 14
May 15
May 16
May 17
May 18

Company A
Company F

Company A

Company A
••

Company N
••

Company A

Company B
Company G
Company H

Company M

Company R
Company G
Company E

Company G

Company C
••

Company I
Company K
Company C

Company C
i t

Company 1
Company Q
Company 1

Company D

••

Company L .
*•

Company D
i t

Company P
i t

Company E
« t

Company J
Company G
Company E

NDE School
* i

i t

«»

u

Figure 6
A. E. Cocoros

1992-2


